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“Legends of Their Time” 
 

 At our November concert, CMSFW musicians and guest artists explored the friendship 

and mutual influence between Brahms and Dvořák. This afternoon we delve deeper into that 

relationship’s roots and its descendants in Eastern European music. 

 We start with a piece by Dvořák’s son-in-law Josef Suk. Though his name and music are 

little known today, Suk was an enthusiastic proponent of chamber music. His Elegy for piano trio 

will be a delightful surprise. Brahms’s First Piano Trio provides us with a rare glimpse of the 

young Brahms tempered by the wisdom of old age, via an 1889 revision of the impetuous early 

work. Following intermission, we hear the brilliant First Piano Quintet of Ernst von Dohnányi, a 

brilliant Hungarian pianist and composer who shone brightest in his chamber works.  

 

Elegie, Op. 23 [“Under the Impression of Zeyer’s Vyšehrad”] for Piano Trio 

Josef Suk 

Born 4 January 1874 in Křečovice, Bohemia 

Died 29 May, 1935 in Benešov, near Prague 

  The son of a schoolteacher and choirmaster, Josef Suk studied piano, violin and organ 

with his father, pursuing his formal musical education at Prague Conservatory. He began 

composing while at the Conservatory, writing his Opus 1, a Piano Quartet, as a graduation piece. 

An excellent violinist, Suk was keenly interested in chamber music. He remained at the 

conservatory for an extra year to pursue additional study in chamber music with cellist Hanuš 

Wihan and in composition with Antonín Dvořák. He became Dvořák’s favorite protégé, and 

married the great composer’s daughter Otilie in 1898.  

 Suk spent the most celebrated years of his career as violinist in the Czech Quartet, 

earning a distinguished reputation as a modern Czech composer as well. He retained his passion 

for playing chamber music, but oddly wrote relatively little of it. As a composer, he is best 

known for his orchestral works, and most of the pieces for small ensemble are early and 

experimental. The Elegie is a good example. It originated as a piece for violin, cello, string 

quartet, harmonium (!) and harp in 1902. Probably recognizing the difficulty of assembling such 

a diverse group of instruments, Suk arranged it the same year for piano trio, the version in which 

we hear it this afternoon.  

 The Elegie bears the subtitle Pod dojmem Zeyerova Vyšehrad [“Under the Influence of 

Zeyer’s Vyšehrad”].  Vyšehrad is a rock overlooking the river Vltava (aka the Moldau), not far 

from Prague.  Tradition holds that the ancient Bohemian kings made their home there. The title 

may be familiar to lovers of Bedřich Smetana’s music; the first section of Má Vlast is also 

entitled Vyšehrad, and the Vyšehrad theme in that movement recurs prominently in the cycle’s 

most famous segment, The Moldau. Julius Zeyer (1841-1901) was a writer, librettist, and 

personal friend of Dvořák. In 1880 he wrote an epic poem called Vyšehrad that was one of his 

most influential works. 

 Suk’s Elegie is a heart-on-the-sleeve movement that emphasizes the strings’ capacity for 

resonance in its opening statement. A dramatic central section retains the melodic emphasis in 



the violin and cello, with stormy textural background provided by the piano. The interruption is 

brief, however, and ultimately the glorious post-romantic effusion of the opening prevails.  

 

Piano Trio in B major, Op. 8  

Johannes Brahms (1833-1897) 
 Johannes Brahms met Robert and Clara Schumann at the end of September, 1853.  The 

rapport was immediate.  Their historic meeting proved momentous for all three, and resulted in 

some of the most compelling and celebrated music, performances, published criticism and 

romantic lore of the entire 19th century.   

 Only 20, Brahms had thus far only published songs and large works for solo piano.  

Perhaps inspired by the stimulating association with the Schumanns, Brahms now turned to 

chamber music – one of Robert's strengths – toward the end of that year.  By January 1854, he 

had completed an expansive, four-movement piano trio in B major.  We know that he had 

already destroyed a large number of chamber works and other compositions.  The new trio was 

the first piece of chamber music that satisfied him enough to publish; it was issued later that year 

as Op.8. 

 One month after Brahms completed the trio, on 27 February 1854, Robert Schumann 

threw himself into the Rhine in a tragic suicide attempt that resulted in his commitment to a 

mental asylum in Endenich.  He never recovered his health, and remained at Endenich until his 

death in 1856.  Clara was understandably stricken.  She had lost the daily emotional support of 

the husband she adored, and she was left with seven small children to support and an eighth on 

the way.  Brahms was her near constant companion and psychological anchor during this trying 

time.  The B major trio was one of the works he played to Clara to comfort her after Robert's 

accident. 

 More than a quarter century elapsed before Brahms composed another piano trio. His 

next one was Op. 87 (1880-82). The premiere took place in Frankfurt on 29 December 1882, on 

the same program that introduced his String Quintet in F, Op.88. By then, Brahms had become 

the grand old man of Austro-German music: the most prominent living composer. (Wagner, in 

some camps Brahms’s arch-rival, had suffered a massive heart attack in March 1882. He died 

less than two months after the Brahms premieres in Frankfurt.)  

 In 1888, Brahms’s publisher Fritz Simrock negotiated with Breitkopf & Härtel to secure 

the rights to the first ten works Brahms had published as a twenty-something. Simrock was intent 

on becoming Brahms’s sole publisher. Apart from some late vocal quartets, he would issue the 

first editions of everything Brahms composed after that.  

 In the short term, Simrock inquired whether Brahms would like to revise any of the 

works published as Op.1 through Op.10. Looking over the B major trio thirty-five years later, 

Brahms decided that he would. During the summer of 1889 Brahms wrote to Clara from Ischl: 

With what childish amusement I whiled away the beautiful summer days you will 

never guess. I have rewritten my B major trio and can call it Op.108 instead of 

Op.8.  It will not be so wild as it was before--but whether it will be better--? 

Simrock eventually published both versions of the trio as Op.8.  Comparison of the two is a 

fascinating illustration of the differences in Brahms's spirit and musical philosophy during his 

youth and in his final years.  The themes remain the same; their treatment differs.  The later, 

revised version – which we hear this afternoon –  is considerably shorter and more compact; its 

structure is altogether tighter, yet it preserves the passion and heady romanticism of the original 

material.  A unity of motivic ideas among the four movements makes it a quasi-cyclic 



composition as well.  We hear in the later version the ardour of youth tempered by the wisdom 

and skill of maturity. 

 

Piano Quintet in C minor, Op.1  

Ernst von Dohnányi (1877-1960) 
 An Opus 1 is not a first work, but rather a first published composition.  In the case of the 

first Dohnányi Piano Quintet (he composed another one, in E-flat, published in 1914 as Op.26), 

the piece was preceded by no fewer than 67 youthful works!  Clearly he was no novice at putting 

pen to music paper when he tackled the C-minor quintet.  But it is not Dohnányi the composer 

who interests us primarily in this piece:  it is Dohnányi the virtuoso pianist. 

 Written when he was barely 18, the quintet was designed with two primary aims:  

competition entry, and virtuoso vehicle for the young composer, who was embarking upon a 

promising career as a concert pianist.  The piece was successful on both counts, garnering prizes 

for Dohnányi the composer and earning ovations in the concert hall.   

 According to Harold Schoenberg in The Great Pianists, "[Dohnányi's] playing had power 

and propulsion, and extraordinary finesse.  Naturally he was a romantic pianist, just as his own 

compositions are in romantic style."  If the quintet bore the weighty mantle of musical academe 

here and there, it followed the rules with sufficient success to draw the attention and approval of 

Johannes Brahms, who arranged for the piece's Vienna premiere.  Perhaps Brahms identified 

with the fiery young Hungarian, whose compositional and performing gifts echoed his own from 

a half-century before.  There is no doubt that the older composer wielded a hefty musical 

influence on his young protegé.  Dohnányi could hardly have chosen a more worthy model, and 

the Brahmsian touch is fascinating to perceive as it emerges and fades in this exciting piece. 

 Curiously, the first movement, an imposing sonata-form Allegro, calls to mind the lush 

harmonic language of Gabriel Fauré more than it does Brahms.  Fauré's two piano quartets, Opp. 

15 and 45, were published in 1884 and 1887; it is quite possible that Dohnányi heard or even 

played them.  The pianist takes charge immediately in a role that is at once bold and 

authoritative.  Dohnányi tends to use the strings in blocks, contrasting their grouped quartet 

texture against the denser fabric of the keyboard part.   

 Brahms is more evident in the A minor Scherzo, whose insistent hemiolas 

[superimposition of two beats in the temporal space of three] are a startling echo of one of 

Brahms's favorite techniques.  Dohnányi's chorale-like trio section provides a welcome contrast 

to its surging agitation.  In a skillfully wrought coda, he merges chorale and scherzo.   

 Viola opens the F major slow movement, its warm and lyrical sound forcing the piano to 

relinquish the spotlight.  One by one the other strings join the viola in contrapuntal writing 

whose craft is belied by rich harmony and long melody:  we do not notice the imitative 

entrances.  While the piano does eventually resume a more prominent role as the Adagio, quasi 

andante builds to an emotional peak, this remains the most emotionally gratifying string writing 

in the quintet. 

 The Finale is the most individual of the four movements.  The composer seizes our 

attention with an aggressive statement in 5/4 time, reflecting his eastern European roots.  He 

retains our focus by switching back and forth between 5/4 and 6/4 as he develops the material in 

a rondo fashion.  Once again the keyboard assumes a dominant role.  Even during brief string 

solos -- the cello introduces one noteworthy theme -- the pianist is busy with heavy figuration, 

only breaking for an eight-measure string fugato.  Toward the end of the movement, the first 

movement theme recurs in C major, providing the quintet with cyclic unity.  Dohnányi closes 



with a spirited restatement of the 5/4 music, leaving in our memory the freshest of his ideas. 

 


